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Programma svolto 
Testi in adozione: 
Sharman, Identity B1 to B1 +, Oxford, 
Gatti, S., Stone L., Grammar Log - Grammar and Vocabulary, Mondadori 
Revision Unit:  

Grammar: Present simple, Present continuous, Dynamic vs Stative verbs, Past simple vs Past 
continuous, Future forms (will: offers, promises, spontaneous decisions), going to 

Vocabulary: Free - time activities, holidays, school 

Competences: Talk about the present, talk about past experiences, talk about the future 

Unit 1 - It’s my life 
Grammar: may, might, will, degrees of certainty, defining relative clauses 
Vocabulary; Life choices and events, uses of get 
Competences: Talk about life choices and events, talk about personality, give defining information 

Unit 2 - Live by the rules 
Grammar: Have to, be allowed to, must and mustn’t, mustn’t vs not have to 
Vocabulary: Household chores, make and do 
Competences: Talk about housework, about rules, about obligation and prohibition 
Culture focus on listening: British laws 
Focus on speaking: Asking for, giving and refusing permission 

Unit 3 - So happy together 
Grammar: Present perfect with for and since, reflexive pronouns, each other 
Pronunciation: have 
Vocabulary:  Relationship, adjectives od emotion + of/ with 
Competences: Talk about relationships, about duration and ongoing situations, reflexive and 
reciprocal pronouns 
Culture focus on listening: Prom night in the USA 
Focus on speaking: Responding to news 

Unit 4 - Screen time! 
Grammar: Passive of Present simple and past simple, used to 
Pronunciation: used to, -ed suffix  



Pronunciation: have 
Vocabulary:  Film types, describing films, tv series 
Competences: Talk about films, about facts, about past habits 
Focus on speaking: Discussing films 
Writing: a review about a film, a story about a past accident (group presentation), a proposal for a 
new film (group presentation) 

Unit 5 - Mind, body, spirit 
Grammar: Have/ get something done, should and shouldn’t, ‘d better, ought to 
Pronunciation: ae/ e 
Vocabulary:  Parts of the body, health problems and remedies, body language 
Competences: Talk about the body and health, about having something done, give advice 
Focus on speaking: At the doctor’s 
Writing: an informal email/ message to give some advice about health problems and remedies 

Unit 7 - Use your imagination 
Pronunciation: R 
Vocabulary:  Art, adjectives of opinion 

Educazione civica (2h+ verifica tramite moduli Google): 
- Netiquette and good manners 
- Trolling online 

Per lo studio della microlingua: 
Ravecca M., Information Technology - Skills and competences English for technology, 
Minerva 
Section 1- The 21st Century IT  Revolution: 
Unit 1 - A smart world:  the Internet of things, Generation Z rising  
Unit 2 -  Different types of computer : A matter of scales: workstations, mainframes and 
supercomputers, the touchscreen revolution,  the new iPad 2018  
Unit 3 - Computer issues: The dark side of the Internet, What Fake news is, A guide to healthy 
computing,  
Section 2 - Computer hardware: 
Unit 4 - The brain of the computer:  The first of the brick that built the IT world, Getting close to 
the limit (Moore’s law)  
Working on vocabulary: Compound words, new words in technology, nouns for people and things 
Working on skills: Describing pictures, understanding the main idea or specific information of 
recorded texts, applying different reading strategies 

Ulteriori risorse ed attività:  
- Come supplemento al libro di testo, sono stati forniti materiali alternativi dal docente (audio dal 

sito del British council, copie) e svolte attività con focus sullo speaking. 
- Sono state effettuate due lezioni di lettorato di lingua inglese per consolidare la competenza dello 

speaking sulle Unit 3 e 4 
-  Per le skills del listening e reading, sono state utilizzate maggiormente le risorse proposte dal 

libri di testo (Identity e Information Technology) 
Per gli studenti                                                                                                   L’insegnante  

Giustina Feola 




